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2018 — Vir2us, Inc., the global leader in endpoint security,
PETALUMA, California July __
announced an extension of its distribution relationship into Canada with Advanced Network Devices
Inc., a Canadian technology value-added distributor of valuable and pioneering solutions for our
business partners. As part of a cooperative global network, Advanced Network Devices introduces
the latest technologies and best practices to the Canadian market faster than any other distributor.
Under the terms of the new agreement, Advanced Network Devices will market, sell, and support
Vir2us’s full product portfolio including its flagship cyber security software VMunity, which offers
cyber threat immunity and cloud-based, centrally managed security of digital assets. The VMunity
Enterprise Platform is an automated, lower-cost platform that can dramatically reduce the heavy
overhead imposed by current cybersecurity defences.
The Vir2us VMunity Enterprise Platform provides the technology required to protect network
endpoints through nano-isolation and a multidimensional COS matrix. This Platform delivers a
secure computing ecosystem by employing features including the following:
• Secure sealed Ring 0 Hypervisor inaccessible to attackers
• Virtual isolated computing environments
• A secure minimum trusted computing base
• Leverages the Trusted Platform Module (TPM chip) below the sealed VMunity Hypervisor
Additionally, Advanced Network Devices will sell Vir2us’s other innovative products which include:
✓ Genesis - The Genesis component of the Vir2us VMunity Platform quickly restores computing
environments to a day-one, pristine state to provide complete assurance of uncompromised
and secure computing. Genesis can be deployed from the cloud, or from the Genesis iPac3
handheld device.
✓ iKit - iKit enables the automated custom configuration of the VMunity Service Matrix and
allows developers, designers and system managers to build cybersecurity directly into
bespoke applications software.
Patented Vir2us technologies end the game with hackers and insiders by delivering cloud-based,
centrally managed security of global digital assets. By employing built-in secure processes and
disposable computing environments malicious software simply cannot propagate or persist.
Vir2us affords genuine security of digital assets now, with managed solutions delivered from the
cloud, configured in minutes and deployed globally. With powerful cloud-based controls that
preempt both known and unknown cyber threats, and a real-time mobile dashboard, there is simply
nothing better.
“As a leading technology solutions distributor, we are happy to add Vir2us to our portfolio. Not only
do they offer innovative and patented solutions, but their market focus is aligned with Advanced
Network Devices, making them a perfect fit.” said Yasmin Sharifi, Vice President of Marketing at
Advanced Network Devices.
“We look forward to working closely with Advanced Network Devices to offer Resellers, and their
customers, in the Canadian market the most innovative solutions for cyber security” said Ed
Brinskele, CEO at Vir2us.

About Vir2us
Vir2us is a California based team of visionary thought leaders and technology solutions architects
that have invented and patented some of the most widely adopted secure computing technologies
in use today. There is hardly a company in the computer manufacturing and secure computing
industry that does not employ Vir2us technologies.
Spawned in the Silicon Valley and San Francisco Bay area in 2001, Vir2us team members were
pioneers of digital networks, e-commerce, self-repairing systems and virtual isolated computing, to
name just a few. The company’s technologies have received wide acclaim from government,
industry and academia.
Today Vir2us boasts the only comprehensive and fully integrated suite of cybersecurity solutions for
creating zero-vulnerability computing environments for nation states, critical infrastructure and
global companies seeking to manage and protect digital assets. Vir2us solutions provide powerful,
real-time information and response measures that are unparalleled.
For more information about Vir2us and their innovative solutions, visit www.vir2us.com .
About Advanced Network Devices Inc.
Advanced Network Devices Inc. is headquartered in the Toronto, Ontario, Canada and operates in all
Canadian provinces, spanning western, northern, central, and eastern regions. Advanced Network
Devices Inc. boasts an expansive Canadian network. In Canada, Advanced Network Devices provides
cutting-edge technologies and services for our partners by utilizing both the domestic relationships
we have with leading companies. We support our partners in various fields to differentiate
themselves from their competitors, as well as to lead their markets.
Advanced Network Devices,
Better science through better solutions....
Contact: Mike Kazemian, President, Advanced Network Devices mike@a-n-d.ca Phone:
289-597-4732

